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A•STIRACT

This report presents the results of a study conducted to determine the

feasibility of effecting a simplification in the current specification system

covering thermal insulating materials.

The study presents a plan to reduce a large number of single specifications

to a small group cf generalized specifications by elimination of all but essen-

tial testing procedures and by the standardization of test requirements.

A general specification covering insulation felts and blankets, with

emphasis on performance characteristics, is pre&iented as an illustration of

the proposed format.

4m
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SUMMARY PAGE

The Problem,

Canduct a study to determine the feasibility and/or the desirability

of developing a general specification or standard for thermal insulating

materials, placing greater emphasis on performance characteristics.
i FirL~in~s

A review of the present system of ther-wal insulation specifications

reveals that a cer'tain amount of duplication exists in the area of property

and performance tests, Since the specifications have the comon goal of

retardation of heat transfer, the specifications lend themselves to consolida-

tion or grouping.

Recommendations

Based on a study of the specifi>-cations covering thermal insulation, it is

recommended that:

1. It be considered not feasible or practical to prepare a single general

specification covering all thermal insulation materials.

2. It be considered feasible to reduce the present number of specifications

by the preparation of a small group of general specifications.

3. The general specifications take a form such as that proposed to insure

greater emphasis on the characteristics of material performance.

4. Phase II of the project be initiated to establish +he proper tests

and/or parameters necessary to insure required performance characteristics.

I
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REPORT OF INVESTIGATIGN

INTROUCTON

This report constitutes Phase I of the project to reevaluate the

specifications covering thermal insulation materials in use by the Navy.

Specifically, an investigation has been made to determine the feasibility

of reducing the present multi-specification system to either a single

document or to a small group of generalized specifications.

Since the chief function of all thermal insulation materials is in the

retardation of heat transfer, duplication arises in the testing of material

properties and performance characteristics. Investigations were made to

determine if duplication of testing is extensive enough to warrant consolida-

tion of the system.

In addition to a desire for consolidation, a major aim of the project is

to place greater emphasis on those characteristics that affect the performance

of materials in service.

EVALUATION OF CURRENT SPECIFICATION SYSTEM

Initial work of this investigation, covering a survey of current specifica-

tions, was reported by references (a) and (b). These reports list all the

characteristics presently measured and the frequency with which each test occurs.

From this study, it was determined that duplication of testing occurs to a certain

degree; however, it is not extensive enough to warrant the preparation of a

single all-encompassing specification. The diversity of products and the peculiar=

ities of application of products covered by these specifications preclude the

preparation of such a single document.

I
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PROPOSED GENERAL SOLUTION

It is feasible,as reported in reference (b), to consider those

specifications that lend themselves to grouping. For example, all felts

and blankets can be considered in one category, pipe coverings in another,

block insulation in another, etc.

In addition to the above grouping, greater emphasis can be placed on

performance characteristics by listiDg the presently measured atributew

"under one of the following categories:

1. HEAT TRANSFER REQUIREMENTS

2. INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS

3. SERVICE LIFE REQUIREMENTS

4. SAFETY AND CORROSIVITY REQUIREMENTS

5. MSCELLANEOU S REQUIREMENTS

By such a grouping, a major aim of the project is realized, i.e., the

placing of greater stress on those characteristics that are most meaningful

from a performance standpoint. These categories emphasize:

Maly a given material qualifies as a heat transfer retardant.

Wh. are the physical installation requirements.

Where is the service location.

How will the material withstand the rigors of service.

With this type of listing, only those characteristics that are necessary

to insure the requirements of a particular category need be measured.

While the above procedure may be considered applicable to other specifica-

tions under this project, for purposes of the Phase I feasibility study, the

2
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remainder of this report is limited to those specifications covering

Felts and Blankets.

PROPOSED SOLUTION FOR FELTS & BLANKETS

Since specifications covering felts and blankets constitute twenty-five

percent of all the specifications of thermal insulating materials, they were

examined in detail for applicability to the proposed format.

Appendix A lists existing specifications considered in the category of felts

an..d blankets.

Appendix B illustrates the grouping of measured characteristics of the subject

specifications on a performance basis.

Appendix C lists the requirements as they presently appear in the subject

specifications.

A detailed study was made of the data in Appendix B to determine the

significance of each measured characteristic. Conversely, examination was also

made to determine any situation where test requirements are inadequate for

proper protection of the Navy's interests. By this procedure, only the necessary

areas of testing would be employed. The following observations are made in

reference to Appendices B and C:

1. Heat Trnsfer Reauirements

a. The most meaningful test in this category is that of thermal con-

ductivity which is a measure of how the insulation functions as a heat transfer

medium. Since thermal conductivity is dependent on fiber diameter, density.

thickness, binder content, shot content, asbestos fiber content, and asbestos

type, the effects of these attributes are implicit in the thermal conductivity

measurement.

33
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Therefore, the question is raised as to the necessity for measuring

anything other than the thermal conductivity.

b. Thermal conductivity requirements (k factor) should be set to

cover the complete temperatmue range specified for insulation use. Table I,

Appendix D lists the requirements as they appear in the present specifications

and it is evident that k factors are not stipulated for all possible operating

I temperatures.

2. Installation Reauirements

The characteristics in this category are of primary importance from

an installation viewpoint. As such, they are of secondary importance once

the installation is completed. The present specifications are complicated

I by a wide diversity of dimensional requirements.

j 3. Service Life Reauirements

a. Present specifications do not always define service temperature

limitations.

b. Certain specifications have requirements for vibration resistance.

However, a suitable test for this characteristic does not exist at this time.

An adequate test should be developed under the Phase II investigation.

4. Safety & Corosivity Reguirements

Some non-uniformity exists in the following areas:

a. Acceptable limits -or alkalinity control.

b. Proper criteria for non-combustibility and fire resistance.

4
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Appendix D shows a proposed specification for felts and blankets.

Its intent is to present a single specification for these materials in the

format previously discussed.

It will be possible, under this specification, to test for certain

characteristics by existing procedures; however, for others, proper quali-

fication tests will have to be developed. For instances where individual

materials may require specific tests, addendume may be included to the general

specification.

Phase II of this project will be concerned with the development of the

proper test procedures and parameters necessary for the protection of the

Navy's interest in these areas.

DISCUSSION

Since the existing specifications have been prepared over a period of

time, certain inconsistencies have arisen. Test procedures for the same

characteristic in the various specifications are not always uniform, and in

some cases, repetitious. This condition is shown in Appendices A and B.

Such inconsistencies lead to confusion. Therefore, it is desirable that

test methods be standardized and whenever possible, ASTM test methods should

be used. ASTM methods, already stipulated for many tests, possess the
advantage that they 2mve wide acceptance as standard procedures.

5
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Upon approval, the general specification as described for Felts

and Blankets will also be applied in Phase II of this project to other types

of insulation materials. The advantages of such a system are, simplification

and standardization of requirements on a performance basis. An added ad-

vantage of this system is that new and improved materials for insulation

purposes may be incorporated more easily since the emphasis is on performance

rather than material composition.

2. It would be to the Navy's advantage for the ultimate insulation

material to be of minimum thickness, minimum density, and minimum k value.

While the specification now states maximum acceptable values for these items,

there does not now exist any incentive for suppliers to produce material better

than the specification. It would be desirable for the Navy to develop such

an incentive; in the case of the subject materials, it may take the form of a

combination of thermal conductivity and density considerations. The validity

of this concept can be explored in the Phase II of this project.

RECCMtENDATIONS

It is reccmmended that simplification of the present specification system

can best be achieved by grouping specifications of a similar nature, as illus=

trated by Appendix D. By this procedure, a small group of generalized specifica-=

tions can be prepared with particular emphasis placed on performance character-

istics. It is further reconmended that the development of testing procedures

and performance requirements be finalized in Phase II of this project.

6
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APPENDIX A

SPECIFICATION LIST
(FELTS AND BLANKETS)

HH-I-542 Insulation Felt, Thermal, Mineral Wool (Low Temperature)
MIL-I-2818 Insulation Blanket, Thermal, Fibrous Material
MIL-I-15091 Insulation Felt, Thermal, Asbestos Fiber
MIL-I-16022 Insulation Blanket, Thermal, Fibrous Glass
MIL-I-16411 Insulation Felt, Thermal, Glass Fiber
MIL-I-16688 Insulation Felt, Thermal, Fibrous Mineral (Semi Rigid Lt ,Wt ,)
MIL-I-20077 Felt, Asbestos, Roll
MIL-I-22023 Insulation Felt, Thermal and Sound Absorbing, Fibrous Glass

Flexible
MIL-I-23128 insulation Blanket, Thermal Refractory Fiber, Flexible
MIL-I-15475 Insulation Felt, Thermal, Fibrous Glass, Semi Rigid

A-1
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APPENDIX B

SPECIFICATION CHARACTERISTICS UNDER PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
(FELTS AND BLANKETS)

HEAT TRANSFER R•UI NTS

(a) fiber diameter
(b) thickness
(c density
(d binder content
(e) thermal conductivity
(f) shot content
(g) moisture absorption
(h) asbestos fiber content
(i) asbestos type
(j) organic sizing content

INSTA-LLATION REgUIMNIS

(a) length
(b) width
(c) thickness
(d) density
(e) flexibility
(f) supporting members
(g) weight
(h) tensile strength

SRV-ICE LIF BEquIREENT

(a) binder content
(b) resistance to smoldering
(c) fire resistance
(d) vibration resistance
(e) coMpression strength
(•) moisture absorption.
(g) loss in weight
(h) fusing temerature
"((i) stability
(j) tensile strength
(k) flammability
(1) change on heating
(m) deterioration of fiber

B-1
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APPENDIX B (Conti'd)

SAFETY OR CORROIVITY REQJIRMMNS

(a) alkalinity
(b) sulfur content
(c) fire resistance
(d) organic sizing content

MISCELANOU REgUMREE2=

(a) material or composition

B-2
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APPENDIX C

INDIVIDUAL SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
UNDER PL RMANCE CRITERIA

(FELTS AND BLANKETS)

1'I HETTA-E

Fiber diaeter

SPEC. NO. SPEC. REQUIRIENTS
MIL-I-15475 Avg. of Fibers to be .0008" with no fiber greater than .0015
MIL-I-16022 " " " " . .00010-.00055" " " " .00060
MIL-I-16411 " " " " " .00030-.00040" " " " .00050
MIL-I-16688 " t " " .0001-.0003"
mnIL-I-2023 " " if " .00025"
1MIL-I-23128(A)Avg. to be not greater than .00015", , i t o f ( B ) " I t " 1 " I t 1 1 It 0 0 0 3 5 1 1

)IIL-I-542 1" to 4" in 1/2" increments
MIL-I-2818 as specified

nIL-i-15og9 3/4" 1"
MIL-I-15475 1", 1-1/2", 2", " 4"

AMIL-I-16022 1/2"1, 3/4,, 1
MIL=I-16411 Class I, 3/4", 1", 1-1/2" Class I1, 1/2", 3/4"MIL-I-16688 1,,, P1-j/2,,., 21 3"p 4!' 5.1

JIL-I-20077 1/8",, 1/4"
MIL-I-22023 1/2" to 4" in 1/4" increments
MIL-I-23128 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 3/4", i", 1-1/2", 2"

MIL-I-542 Not greater than ll#/ft 3

MIL-T-291.8 " " " 12#/ft 3
KM-1-15o91 ,, ,, ,, v/f t3
MnIL--15475 , , " 3#/ft 3

MIL-I=16022 " " " 1.
MIL-I-16411(I) " " " 9#/ft 3

" " " (II) " " " 7.5#/ft 3

MIL-I-16688 " " ! 0o5#/ft 3

MIL-I-20077 Between 4.5 and 5.5#/ft 3

1-
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MIL-I-22023 Class I - Not greater than 0.5#/ft3
, ,, ,, Class 2 - ,, , 0.75#/fti
I, ,, ,, Class 3 - " l.o#/ft
,, " " Class 4 -" " " l.5#/fi3
t " " Class 5 - " " " 2.O#lft 3

" " " Class 6 - " " " 3.0/#ht3
NIL-I-23128(A) " " " 4.0#/ft3 nor less than 2.5#/ft3

" " " (B) " " " 7.2o/ft " " " 50#/ft

MIL-I-2818 Shall not exceed 1.5% of weight of fibrous mineral component

MIL-I-22023 " " " 30% if " " ""

Thermal conductivity (Btu/ft 2/hr/'F/inch)

MIL-I-542 k = 0.25 @ 250F
"= 0.28 @ 50OF

"= 0.31 @ 75OF
IIL-I-2818 " 0.55 @ 450°F
" IL-I-15091(A)" = 0.65 @ 3500F

(B)" = 0.45 @ 750F
MIL-I-15475 " =0.28 @ 75VF

"= 0.35 @ 1500
"= 0.61 @ 3500

XiL-I-16022 0.27 @ 75OF
SMIL-l6411(1)" = 0.45 @ 3000?

" " " " :0.56 @ 500O'F
" " " " :0.70 @ 700OF
" " "(ii)" = 0.35 @ 3000F
"It "t "= 045 @ 5000F

"= 0.60 @ 700F
MIL-I-16688 " 0.28 @ 750F
NMIL.J-22023(1)" = 0.27 @ 250F 0.29 @ 500F 0.31 @ 750F

(2)" = 0.27 @ 250F 0.29 @ .50F 0.31 0 750F
(3)" = 0.25 @ 250F 0.26 @ 50OF 0028 @ 75°F
(4)" = 0.24 @ 250F 0.25 @ 50OF 0.26 @ 75°F
(5)" = 0.22 @ 250F 0.23 @ 500F 0.24 @ 750F
(6)" = 0.21 0 250F 0.22 @ 500F 0.23 @ 750F

tI-I-23128(A)" = 0.38 @ 400?F 0.55 @ 6000F
"(B)" = 0.50 @ 4000F 0.80 @ 600OF 1.05 6 900°F

C-2
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S~Shot content

MIL-I-2818 Shall not contain more than 20% by weight
WIL-I-15475 t of , , 20% by weight
?MIL-I-16688 " " " 10% "

Moisture absorDtion

?IL-I-542 Shall not gain more than 2% by weight
MIL-I-2818 it it it if If 1"25% itI

MEIL-I-16688 " " " " " 37% "I

Water abso=tion

MIL-I-15091(A) Not greater than 80% by volume
i, ,, (B) "I "2 Of' " ,

Asbestos fiber content

IIIL-I-15091(A) Asbestos fiber shall not be less than 95%
" I " (B) " " " " " " " 90%

SII-I-20077 " " " " " " " 98.5%

Organic sizing content

MIL-I-20077 Shall not be more than 1.5%

MIL-I-15091 Asbestos fiber shall be amosite.

II -
Dimensional ReureMnt DENSITX

SPEC. NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS (lbc/±v)
MIL-I-542(I-Sheet) 48" 2411

,, ,, ,' (I-Roll) 30", 48" 121,, 2,411 1'-4" in 1Uincrements

"t "" (II-Sheet)100', 200' 18'1,36",154", 1/211,1,1-1/211,2h1
7211

C-,
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LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS ENSIT

1 i 2L~~-2818 NOT SPECIFIED-- • INot
MIL-I-15091 Specified 3-60" 3/4" i" 3 12An{I-I-15475 48" 24",ý 30"1 1, i-i/2"I 2'3'; 4 4

MIL-I-643(1I) 25' 60" 3/4"A 1,1.-1/2" 9i It it 11"(I) 251 601, V11t" 3/41" 7.5., 15

i,,I-16022 2001 1/2" )
, ,20 721, 3/4" ) 1.5

" " " 001 lot
"i it it 251 ji"gi

MIL-I-16688 36" 30" ", i1-1/2", I" 5" 3.254,",,4 3.25

NIL-I-2=077 100' 36" 1/8", 1/4" 3.25, 4.1

MIL-I-22023 50,100,200' 36",48",54", 1/2"-4" in 1/4" (I) 0.5
S72"1 increments72" "()0o75

,, ,, ,, ,,, ,, (r ) 1.5
" " " " " " " (v) 2.0

,, , ,,,, , ,,(V-I) 3 .0

IM•.,--T-23128(A) 3611,481129611 12", 24",.36"1, 1/4", 3/8t", 1/211, 2.25-4
Il42" 3/4"

" " (B) 288"300,600" 421 ,,=3/ýl2 5.0-7.2

FleKxil.t-

NIL-I-542 I No rupture at 900 bend
" " " II Rupture at 90° bend

1MIL-I- 22023 No rupture at 900 bend
JAMIL-=23128 " " " 900

SuvDorting members_

AIL-I=2818 Shall be 1" wire mesh with wire approximately .036"
in dia. or expanded metal lath.

Weight

MIL-I1I5475 4 aunces/so.ft./l" thick

j IC-4
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Tensile strength

MIL-I-16411 Before and after heating to 12000F, shall be 5 lbs/in2

IAL-I-23128 A) (1200 0 F) - 1.0 lbs/f
B) (2000oF) - 0.1 lbs/ft3

III = C

Resistance to Smoldering

IIL-I-16022 No smoldering after contact with hot poker@ 1450°F/i hr.
)IL-I-22023 "i t " " " " " "

Fire resistance

NIL-I-20077 No smoking or flame, and only minor discoloration after contact
with bunsen burner flame.

IIL-I-22023 To be rated incombustible or fire retardant after flame testing.
NIL-I-542 Sect VI of CS-131

Vibration resistance

MIL-I-2818 Shall not sag or settle after test
MIL-i-i509i i " " " " " "
MIL-I-15475 it "1 "1 it " 1 "

MIL-I-16411 " i " " i t " I

MIL-I-22023 " " " " " " "

Commression resistance

MIL-I-23128 50 lbs/ft 2

Binder content

MIL-I-2818 Shall not exceed 1.5% of the weight
MIL-I-22023 " " 30% " " "

Water abs orti

IAIL-I-15091(A) Not greater than 80% by volumeI" "I " (B) " "? " 2O3% H

C-5
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S~ Loss in weiaht,•

MIL-I-16022 Shall not exceed 3% after heating to 600W/30 min.
IIIL-I-16688 it 5% it 11 It 600a/30 min.
M -IL-I-20077 16% it It it 18o9/1 h.
i IL-I-23128(A) " " 1% " " 1200°/2.4 hr.
SIIL-I-23128(B) " 2% " " " 200O124 hr.

Fusing Temperature

IMIL-I-15475 Shell not be lees than 1250°F
MIL-I-16411 " " 1 " 1300OF

""JIL-I-164U1 No change after subjection to saturated steam at 225 lbs.

for 16 hours.

Tensile strenwth

MIL-I-164U1 Before and after 120F shall not be less than 5.0 lbs/in2

MIL-I-23128(A) " " 1200°F " " " " " 1.0 lbs/in2

"I " "(B) 2 " 00 0 °F '• " " I " 0.1 lbs/in2

Chanme on heating

MIL-I-23128 A Conformance with requirements after heating at 12000F/24 hrs.
"B " (B) it i at 2000°F/24 hrs.

Deterioration of fiberIMIL-I-23128(A)Maximum after shakdng - 5%

(B) " " " - 30%

IV SATY AND CORROSIVITY
Alkalinity

MIL-I-2818 Shall not exceed 0.60$ as Na2O
MIL-I-15475 " " " 0.60% " "

_MIL-I-16022 i tI 0.60% "
-IL-I-16412, " "I 0.20%

IdIL-I-16688 " 0.60% "
NIL-I-22023 "" 0.60% i i

Sulfur content

NIL-I-2818 Fiber shall not contain more than 0.5% sulfur

C-6
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Orgzaic sizing content

MIL-I-20077 Shall not be more than 1.5%

Fire relistance

MIL-I-20077 No smoking, flame, and only minor discoloration after burning
in Bunsen flame

MIL-I-22023 Test more elaborate than with MIL-I-20077
MIL-I-542 In accordance with Sect. VI of C8-131

V REQLA US RMENTS

Material or Cumosition

MIL-I-542 Mineral wool felt-insulating refrigerated spaces
MIL-I-2818 Fibrous mineral insulation blanket-hot surface of machinery

and equipment
3IL-I-15091 Asbestos fiber felt for thermal insulation

)L-I-15475 Fibrous glass felt-ship boi'ler
MIL-I-16022 Fibrous glass blanket-ventilation systems-ducts of heat ld and

unheated air
MIL-I-1643l Glass fiber insulation felt-turbines
MIL-I-16688 Mineral insulation felt-cold storage or refrigerated spaces
MIL-I-20077 Asbestos roll felt

MIL-I-22023 Fibrous glass felt
AIL-I-23128 Refractory fiber blanket-thermal control at 12000 and 20000C

C-7
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APPENDIX D

Sample Specification
for

Felts and Blankets

1. SCOPE AND CLASSIFICATION

1.1 Scope

This specification covers thermal insulation for high and low temper-.

ature service requirements such as refrigeration ducts and equipment to

prevent sweating and frosting, hot surfaces of machinery and equipment,

boiler uptakes, ventilation s;ystems, etc.

1.2 Classification

1.2.1 T - Insulation shall be of the following types as specified:

Type I - Insulation Felt-Thermal - A semi-rigid insulation ftuniahed in

sheets or cut pieces and composed of inorganic fibers with or without added

binder.

a. Mineral wool

b. Asbestos fiber

c. Fibrous glass

Type II - Insulation Blanket-Therma. - Flexible insulation composed of

inorganic fibers with or without added binder or support.

a. Refractory fiber

bb. Fibrous mineral

1.2.2 • The insulation shall be of the following types as specified'

a. Flexible sheet

b. Semi-rigid sheet

c. Felted ravings

d. Felted laminates

D-
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1.2.3 Sizes - Standard commrcial sizes shall be procured. For non-

standard sizes, order next larger cmrcially available size as per

section 2.3.1.

2. REQUIRENENTS

2.1 Materials - Materials shall be as described in 1.2.1.

2.2 Heat Tranfer - The heat transfer qualities of insulation materials

shall be determined by the measurement of the thermal conductivity of the

material.

2.2.1 Thermal Conductivity - The thermal conductivity shall be determined

by the Guarded Hot Plate procedure as described in AST-C'-177. Various

materials covered by this specification including density values are listed

in Table I (Phase II will provide data for all conditions up to maximum

allowable temperature for a given material).

2.3 Installation

2.3.1 Dimensions - The following standard ca mercial sizes shall apply:

Flexible 50, 100, and 200 feet

Non Flexible 30 and 48 inches

Widt

Flexible 24", 36", 48", and 72"

Non Flexible 12", 15", and 24"

Thickness

Flexible 1/2", 1", 1l½", 2", 3", and 4"

Non Flexible 1", 11", 2", 27", 3", 3½", and 4"

2.3.2 Flexibility - All materials listed as flexible must show no rupture

or visible cracking when tested by the following procedure: (Phase II will

set details of test procedure along the lines of that presently stated in

MIL-I-22023B)
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2.3.3 Supporting Members - Fibrous mineral insulation requiring

supporting Lembers shall use 1" wire mesh with wire approximately .036"
diameter or expanded metal lath.

II2.3.4 Tenille Strength - Determine minimum strength requirements for

various fibers at service temperatures. Also., develop proper testing

procedure for measurement of tensile strength. This will be developed

durin,, Phase II of this project.

2.4 Service Life

2.4.1 Binder Cont - Phase II will determine if this may be eliminated

in favor of a vibration test since the function of the binder is for

physical strength.

2.4.2 Resistance to Smolderin& - Present test employs a hot poker in

contact with insulation material. Investigate relativity of test as employed

to actual hazardous conditions.

2.4.3 Fire Besistance - Phase II will investigate the suitability of using

test as detailed in tL-I-22023B. In addition, studies will be made to de-

termine what materials require testing.

2.4.4 Vibration Resistance - Develop test method to simulate environmerLtal

Seffects. The vibration test in MIL-I-23128 at the present time requires 100

hours.

2.4.6 Fusing Temperature - Fibers mist not show any evidence of melting or

fusing when heated for one hour at the maximum allowable service temperature.

2.4.7 Stability - Phase II will define those materials requiring stability

in a saturated steam atmosphere. The suggested test for this characteristic

is as detailed in 1MIL-II6411C.
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2.4.8 ChanQ e on Heating - Phase II will investigate the necessity for

determining material stability after subjection to maximum allowable

service temperature.

2.5 Safety and Cogosivitv - This category includes those items that might

present safety or corrosion problems to personnel and/or equipment.

2.5.1 Chloride Congtent - At the present time, no test procedure exists.

However, in light of stress corrosion cracking of stainless steel, allowa-

ble limits for chloride should be developed in Phase In.

2.5.2 Ala!nitv - The alkalinity expressed as Na20 shall not exceed 0.60%

(The test for alkalinity shall be as described in MIL-I-2818A).

2.5.3 Sulfur - Phase II will determine what materials should have a sulfur

restriction. The maximum allowable sulfur content will be 0.5%, its de-

termination will be by a method to be defined.

2.5.4 Fire and Flame 'Resistace - Tests similar to that described in NIL-I-

22023B shall be set for all non-glass fibrous material, as well as for all

materials containing a binder. Passing criteria shall be the same for all

materials tested.

GENERAL NOTE

If any of the foregoing tests have only isolated applicability, they

will be handled in addenda to the general specification.

DI
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